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 In this paper an in-depth investigation of the structural design of the Venera 9-14 

landers is explored. A complete reverse engineering of the Venera lander was required. The 

lander was broken down into its fundamental components and analyzed. This provided in-

sights into the hidden features of the design. A trade study was performed to find the sensi-

tivity of the lander's overall mass to the variation of several key parameters. For the lander’s 

legs, the location, length, configuration, and number are all parameterized. The size of the 

impact ring, the radius of the drag plate, and other design features are also parameterized, 

and all of these features were correlated to the change of mass of the lander.  

 A multi-fidelity design tool used for further investigation of the parameterized 

lander was developed. As a design was passed down from one level to the next, the fidelity, 

complexity, accuracy, and run time of the model increased. The low-fidelity model was a 

highly nonlinear analytical model developed to rapidly predict the mass of each design. The 

medium and high fidelity models utilized an explicit finite element framework to investigate 

the performance of various landers upon impact with the surface under a range of landing 

conditions.  

This methodology allowed for a large variety of designs to be investigated by the an-

alytical model, which identified designs with the optimum structural mass to payload ratio. 

As promising designs emerged, investigations in the following higher fidelity models were fo-

cused on establishing their reliability and crashworthiness. The developed design tool effi-

ciently modelled and tested the best concepts for any scenario based on critical Venusian 

mission requirements and constraints. Through this program, the strengths and weaknesses 

inherent in the Venera-Type landers were thoroughly investigated. Key features identified 

for the design of robust landers will be used as foundations for the development of the next 

generation of landers for future exploration missions to Venus.  

 

Nomenclature 
A = Area (m2)  

E = Young’s modulus (Pa) 

𝐹𝑔 = Weight (N) 

FS = Factor of safety 

IE = Internal energy (J) 

m = Mass (kg) 

P = External pressure (Pa) 

r = Pressure vessel radius (m) 

𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑔 = Honeycomb radius in each leg (m) 

S = Stroke (m) 

t = Thickness of the pressure vessel (m) 

V = Velocity (m/s) 

 = Leg angle from vertical (deg) 

𝜎 = Energy absorber crush strength (Pa) 
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I. BACKGROUND 

 A number of Soviet probes made it through the thick cloud layer to find the extremely harsh conditions be-

neath. The Venusian atmosphere is considerably thicker than that of Earth, but the pressure and temperatures above its 

dense cloud layer are relatively benign. Beneath the cloud layer the temperatures and pressures begin to spike. In the 

last 100 km to the surface the temperatures jump from approximately 100 K to 750 K. At the surface the atmospheric 

pressure is approximately 92 bars. 

 Despite these significant challenges, the Soviet's Venus campaign, 

Venera, continued to send probes to Venus1 (see Figure 1). In 1970 the 

Venera 7 became the first spacecraft to successfully land on the surface of 

Venus2. A number of improvements were made for the next mission, Vene-

ra 8, and by the time the Venera 9 was launched and entirely new lander 

had been designed3. Unlike the previous probes from the Venera campaign 

which were focused on analyzing the atmospheric properties as they de-

scended, the new Venera lander was designed to perform various additional 

scientific experiment on the surface. 

 The lander entered the atmosphere at 10.7 km/s, encapsulated in a 2.4 m spherical heat shield. After a series of 

parachutes, the lander was extracted from its heat shield and its speed was reduced to below 50 m/s. At this point, the 

lander and its payload became exposed to ambient condition and although the temperature at this altitude is several 

hundred degrees less that the temperature at the surface, it was important to get the lander to the surface quickly before 

the payload was compromised by the high temperatures. One last three-domed parachute was deployed to slow the de-

scent through the cloud sheet for atmospheric readings but was released as soon as the lander had fully passed through 

cloud layer. Because there is a significant increase of the atmospheric density in the last 50 km to the surface, the speed 

of the lander was able to quickly decelerate in free fall to approximately 7 m/s 4.  

 The primary structures of the Venera lander were analyzed as four distinct components. From top down, those 

four component are the parachute capsule and drag plate, the payload module, the legs, and the impact ring. For simplic-

ity's sake, the parachute capsule and the drag plate are grouped into one component because although both components 

are necessary for descent, they do not add much to the structural response of the lander at impact. The payload module 

was comprised of a pressure vessel, an internal stiffener, the payload contained within it, and the insulation surrounding 

it. The payload module was roughly one meter in diameter, 80 cm diameter pressure vessel with the remaining thickness 

contributed to by the insulation3. All the atmospheric sensitive payload was housed inside the spherical pressure vessel 

 

Figure 1: Venera 9 Lander1 
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with the insulation surrounding them both. Although the payload of each mission is known to have changed, the overall 

size and design remained relatively constant. 

Below the payload module is what many schematics label “Посадочное устройство” which directly translates 

as “landing gear.” In this paper, the landing gear was broken into two components: the legs and the impact ring. Unfor-

tunately, most resources do not go into any additional detail other than the name. Of the sources that do include more 

information on the landing gear, some sources seem to contradict others. There is a consensus in the literature that the 

impact ring was a hollow metallic torus, which would crush on impact2,3,4,5 but both Bond and Soediono mention that 

impact ring was attached to some type of shock absorber. Presumably, Bond and Soediono where saying that legs were 

some type of shock absorber, while Ball, Keldysh, and many more make no mention of the legs. To add to the ambigui-

ty, none of the publically available schematics of the Venera and Vega landers show any internal components of the 

legs. Based on the available literature, the original design of the Venera lander legs is inconclusive. While this infor-

mation may be accessible to some, it is either classified or somehow lost in translation.  

In light of this, much of the effort invested in this work was dedicated to defining a new design of the landing 

gear for a baseline of the Venera-type landers. Despite the gap in the literature with regards to the legs, there is a fair 

amount of information that was helpful in designing a baseline. There were 18 legs that connected the payload module 

to the impact ring below. Due to their short length and small diameter it is likely that they were either rigid or a second-

ary energy absorbers used to isolate payload from much of the shock wave due to impact. The legs also provided the 

added benefit of keeping the payload module off the ground. Because a wide scale survey of Venus wasn’t preformed 

until NASA’s Pioneer Venus Mission in 1978, the topography of the surface was largely unknown6. Even today due to 

the thick cloud layer the resolution of the mapped surface is relatively coarse. If the lander happened to impact on a very 

rocky terrain, the payload module’s pressure vessel would be susceptible to a penetration. Due to the extremely high 

pressure at the surface, a perturbation to the pressure vessel could lead buckling of the pressure vessel which could 

damage or destroy the payload. 

 The impact ring is a hollow metallic ring, which would crush on impact converting much of the kinetic energy 

of the lander into plastic strain. Additionally, the impact ring had holes perforating the outer surface of the metallic 

shell. These holes, seen in most images of the lander, had several interesting characteristics. The obvious reason for 

these holes is to equalize the atmospheric pressure pushing on the outside of the ring with the internal pressure. But be-

cause of these holes allowed the ring to be filled with the dense atmospheric gases when the impact ring was crushed, 

the high density fluid forced out of these holes added some viscous damping to the impact sequence5.  
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 Overall, this design proved to be extremely robust and reliable. Its basic design was used for all the remaining 

missions to the surface of Venus. While the new baseline Venera-type lander will not be identical to the original design 

an effort was made to keep the design similar to ensure that the baseline will be as robust and reliable. 

II. ENERGY ABSORBERS 

 Energy absorbers can be classified by the mechanism used to dissipate or absorb the energy. Classical energy 

absorbers use friction and damping as well as irreversible deformation7. The Venera lander likely utilized both classifi-

cations. Although both method were viable options, each one presents a significant complication. 

 Because neither Bond nor Soediono2 specified a specific type of shock absorber, a verity of options were con-

sidered for the new baseline model. Viscous dampers are a possibility that could have been used in the original Venera 

lander, although a number of obstacles must have been overcome. The design of such a mechanism will need to over-

come the effects of extreme temperature change. Within approximately one hour the fluid will transition from the tem-

perature maintained in transit to the planet to the surface temperature, approximately 485oC. Under this variation most 

fluids will be subject to phase change, as well as change in specific volume, viscosity, and several other critical proper-

ties. The variation of fluid with temperature will make it a challenge to design the dampers valve accurately. 

 A better energy absorption option for Venera lander is irreversible deformation using landing legs: the legs will 

utilize plastic deformation/buckling of the legs as a form of shock absorption. This could potentially explain the absence 

of an internal structure in any of the schematics. This mechanism would be significantly simpler to account for the tem-

perature change. However deforming the legs was likely not the method chosen as it loses the added benefit of keeping 

the payload module off the ground. Using this mechanism would lead to a decrease in reliability of the lander and would 

increase the risk of penetrating the pressure vessel.  

The hybrid mechanism used in the impact ring was a clever utilization the landers environment. While the 

original impact ring is extremely mass effective the mechanism is complicated to predict analytically and computation-

ally. This is not conducive for rapidly analyzing various designs and thus may not be suitable for the baseline model. 

 Because of these complications none of the aforementioned energy absorbers were chosen for the new base-

line design. Alternatively, the use of crushable honeycomb and metallic foams was substituted in place of those mecha-

nisms to provide lightweight, highly predictable impact characteristics. Metallic honeycomb was not used for the Vene-

ra lander because although its first use as an energy absorber  for the Apollo 11 landing gear predated the design of the 

Venera lander by a couple of years, the technology was still extremely new and was not yet a commonly used energy 

absorber8. 
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 As far as compressive energy-absorbers are concerned, honeycomb and metallic foams offer near ideal energy 

absorption characteristics. The energy absorption can be broken into three phases: initiation, plastic deformation, and 

densification, as seen in Figure 2. The initiation phase occurs on impact and is characterized by purely elastic defor-

mation. That is, if the deformation does not exceed the initiation phase, the material will return back to a zero stress and 

zero strain state. However, after the initiation phase is surpassed, the thin walls of the honeycomb structure will begin to 

buckle in a near uniform periodic distance. This progressive buckling behavior is what contributes to the near ideal en-

ergy absorbing characteristics of honeycomb. Throughout the plastic deformation phase, impact energy is absorbed as a 

constant rate until the densification phase is reached. When the material is fully condensed the stress/strain relationship 

returns to a near linear state. Honeycomb materials can crush up to 80% strain before the densification phase begins.  

 

Figure 2: Honeycomb Load-Deflection Plot 

 The average crush load of the honeycomb can be tailored by the geometry of the honeycomb cell and the 

thickness of the cell wall. Thus, a wide range of crush strengths can be attained by simply adjusting the geometry or 

material of the honeycomb. Better impact characteristics for honeycomb can be obtained from a procedure called pre-

crushing. Pre-crushing applies a load to the honeycomb and allows the material to surpass the peak force start buckling 

before it is unloaded. Now that the buckling has been initiated, the peak load can be bypassed the next time the material 

is loaded. 

 Metallic foams respond similar to honeycomb but with some differences. Metallic foam typically reach densi-

fication before honeycombs at roughly 60% strain. Thus foams have a smaller specific energy absorption (SEA) than 

honeycomb, however, they are effectively an isotropic material. While honeycomb is restricted to a specific orientation 

and in some cases requires a guide, metallic foams can be crushed predictably under any impact orientation. 
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 For these reasons, the investigation of the Venera-type landers for future missions to Venus will utilize honey-

comb legs and a low density open cell metallic foam for the impact ring. Honeycomb legs concept is a reasonable 

choice for many of the reasons mentions above in addition to the fact that the legs are already designed to only apply an 

axial load. This will facilitate the proper guided crushing of the honeycomb without adding any complexity. The impact 

ring on the other hand, will be better suited by the metallic foam because it is likely that the ring will not impact perfect-

ly normal to the surface. 

III. MULTI-FIDELITY DESIGN TOOL 

 In order to see how the design of each component affects the lander as a whole, it was important to analyze 

each component individually. With the vast number of different combinations, it was impractical to model and test all 

the different combinations. Instead, system was created to systematically analyze the multiple variations at three distinct 

levels of fidelity.  

 

Figure 3: Overview of Multi-Fidelity Design Tool 

 

 Figure 3 gives a brief overview of different levels of fidelity that were created. The low fidelity model makes 

an analytical approximation of the impact response of the lander. This model is able to provide highly reliable predic-

tions of the lander’s total mass, impact velocity, and peak deceleration at impact for an ideal impact. The medium fideli-

ty model automatically creates a finite element model based on imported data from the low fidelity model. This model 

is used to test various impact scenarios at a low computational expense. The high fidelity model offers a more detailed 

simulation than the previous model but is more time-expensive, both to build and to run. However, the high fidelity 

model is able to accurately query the stress concentrations in the model. It is noteworthy to mention that neither the me-

dium nor high fidelity models explicitly model the drag plate and parachute capsule because they offer minimal struc-

tural contributions at impact. However, both levels include its effect on the landers impact speed and total mass.  
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 From this multi-fidelity design tool, the characteristics inherent in the design of the Venera lander can be in-

vestigated efficiently. The low-fidelity model can rapidly analysis dozens of variations within seconds. From there data 

from the most promising designs can be passed up to the medium-fidelity to dynamically simulate the various impact 

conditions with a still relatively low run time. When a final design is chosen, its parameter are used to create the high-

fidelity model to investigate the detail of the model. 

 

A.   Low-Fidelity - Analytical Model  

  Each of the four key components mentioned above were approximated as simple geometric shape so that the 

volume of material that comprised them and thus their mass could be calculated. Most of the major components could 

be modeled as classical shapes; the payload module as a hollow sphere with uniform thickness, the legs as cylinders, 

and the impact ring as a torus. But the drag plate and some of the minor components (e.g., the joints connecting the legs 

to the impact ring and payload, and a stiffening ring located inside the pressure vessel) had to be modeled in an alterna-

tive manners. From this work, a reasonably accurate account of how each component attributed to the landers overall 

mass was made.  

 An additional benefit to modeling each component analytically is that the geometry could easily be parameter-

ized and modified to predict how the lander will behave for a baseline impact scenario. Each major component could be 

varied with respect to the others to see how it would affect the impact characteristics of the lander as a whole. These 

results together with the estimated mass of each lander configuration would be used to find the most preferable lander 

designs. 

 Within the design of the Venera lander, there are dozens major parameters that can be varied. In order to ana-

lytically predict the mass and impact characteristics of any lander configuration, a systematic approach need to be em-

ployed to simplify the process. For this reason, many of the design parameters were found to be dependent on some 

other parameter. For example, the amount of honeycomb needed to properly absorb the kinetic energy can be calculated 

from the landers kinetic energy, which is a function of the landers mass and terminal velocity. Additionally, the required 

thickness of the payload module to prevent buckling under hydrostatic pressure is a function of the pressure vessels ra-

dius. By finding multiple relationships such as these and keeping some of the obviously minor variables fixed, the entire 

model was simplified down to 10 major design variables. The payload module was sized as a function of its radius and 

mass. The distance the payload module initially was above the impact ring was modeled by the parameter Payload 

Height. The impact ring was modeled based on its radius, width, and the metallic foam's aspect ratio that controlled the 
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foams thickness. The drag plate was sized solely as a function of its radius. And finally, the legs were modeled based on 

the number of legs and configuration (two parameters). 

 A process overview of the low-fidelity model is shown in Figure 4. The 10 input parameters, highlighted blue 

in Figure 4, would be used to size the drag plate, the payload module, and the impact ring. Together, those masses 

would be used as the initial estimate of the landers total mass. The total mass was used to calculate the terminal velocity 

and the kinetic energy of the lander, which in turn was used to size the legs. The additional mass of the leg was then fed 

back into the total mass of the lander for the next iteration. The iterative solver continued until a 99% convergence of 

the lander total mass was achieved.  

 

Figure 4: Analytical Model Schematic 

 

 Drag Plate: A large amount of computational expense could be invested in order to find the coefficient of drag 

(𝐶𝑑) of the lander, however, the purpose of this investigation is to rapidly simulate a variety of different lander configu-

rations. While each configuration can potentially yield a slightly different coefficient of drag. The overall geometry will 

be similar enough to assume a consistent coefficient of drag. V. P. Karyagin et al. preformed a number of physical ex-

periment on the Venera lander at high Reynolds Numbers (order of 6E6) to find the most accurate prediction of the co-

efficient of drag would be 0.8 or greater9. With the 𝐶𝑑 known, the terminal velocity was calculated and used to find the 

total kinetic energy of the lander before impact. 
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 Payload Module: As mentioned previously, the payload module is comprised of multiple sub-components. 

These subcomponents include all the scientific payload, the pressure vessel, an internal brace to provide additional sta-

bility where the leg connect to the module, and the required insulation. Due to the mechanical focus of this study, only 

the structural components were modeled explicitly. The non-structural components (e.g., the scientific payload and the 

insulation) are taken into account by the input parameter (payload mass). 

 The pressure vessel required two parameters to fully define its geometry, the radius and thickness of the pres-

sure vessel wall. Numerous analytic and experimental investigations of buckling in thin walled spheres under external 

pressure have been made. Zoelly was the first to provide an analytical solution for the critical applied load given the 

material properties, radius, and thickness of the sphere and has since been reported in various other works10. This equa-

tion was used to scale the thickness of the pressure vessel based on the desired radius. Alternatively, an additional pa-

rameter can be include to add a factor of safety to the pressure vessel as seen in Eq. 1 

 Inside the pressure vessel where the legs connect to the payload module, there is a brace to add extra stiffness 

and resist buckling of the pressure vessel. The dimensions of the brace are scaled based on the load applied on the pres-

sure vessel by the legs and the circumference of the pressure vessel at the connection location of the legs.   

 

 Legs: The mass of each leg is found from the mass of the honeycomb in the legs, the mass of the leg casing, 

and the estimated mass of the pin connection joint located at both ends of each leg. To ensure that the lander is able to 

safely land on the surface given its momentum the amount of energy absorbing material is scaled based on the total ki-

netic energy of the lander before touchdown. For the analytical solver it is assumed that 90% of the kinetic energy will 

need to be absorbed by the honeycomb and metallic foam. Thus the radius of each leg can be calculated such that 

 Where ∑ S refers to the total stroke of all of the legs and can be found from the geometries set up by the 10 input pa-

rameters. The leg was given the most variability out of any other component. Not only was the length of the leg and its 

connection point to the payload module left variable, but the number of legs and their configuration were also allowed 

to change. A trade study was performed to see how sensitive the legs were to the overall design. The three most success-

𝑡 = √
𝐹. 𝑆.∙ 𝑃𝑟2

1.2 ∙ 𝐸
 (1) 

𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑔 = √
1
2

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
2 − 𝐼𝐸𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝜋𝜎𝑙𝑒𝑔 ∑ 𝑆
  (2) 
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ful leg configurations are shown in section IV.C. As seen in Figure 1, the original Venera lander, utilized a Tri-leg con-

figuration with 18 total legs. 

 

 Impact Ring: The impact ring was sized similar to the leg. The amount of metallic foam used was calculated 

as 

𝐼𝐸𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝜎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑐,𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆 (3) 

Where the cross-section was derived from the two input parameters corresponding to the impact ring, and the stroke was 

based on the thickness of the foam. A similar equation can be used to find the energy absorbed by the legs. 

 

 Peak Deceleration: The payload must be designed to withstand a certain amount of loading. During takeoff 

and atmospheric entry the lander will experience an elevated g-load. It is expected that the g's experience during entry 

will be much higher, at an estimated value of 400 g's. To ensure the survival of the scientific equipment, the lander must 

be able to come to a complete stop without exceeding that maximum g’s. To check whether the lander configuration is 

able to impact the surface without exceeding the g limit, an estimated deceleration calculation was included in the algo-

rithm. Because honeycomb supplies a constant force as it deforms, the deceleration will be relatively constant. The de-

celeration is calculated by dividing the force balance between the legs and the mass of the upper half of the lander by 

the combined mass of the payload module, drag plate, and parachute capsule according to equation 4 and as shown in 

Figure 5. 

𝑎 =
𝐹𝑔 − ∑𝜎𝑙𝑒𝑔𝐴𝑐,𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝑚
  (4) 

 

Figure 5: Free Body Diagram for Lander Dynamics 
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B.   Medium Fidelity Model 

  The purpose of this stage of the design tool was to further investigate lander configurations that showed prom-

ising results from the low-fidelity analytic solution while retaining a large variability and low calculation time. This 

model was able to import the calculated masses and initial conditions from the analytical solution and dynamically 

model them. This allowed for additional parameters to be investigated while verifying the results found by the analytic 

solution. 

 In order to reduce calculation time, the lander was modeled using low degree-of-freedom elements such as 

beams and shells. The pressure vessel is modeled as a hollow shell with an assigned thickness calculated in the analyti-

cal solution. The mass of the payload module is evenly distributed throughout the pressure vessel. Because an exact 

solution was used for the axial loads of 1-D elements, each legs was modeled using a single truss elements. As seen in 

Eq. 2, the deformation of the legs, and thus the energy absorbed, can be modeled using only the cross-sectional area and 

the area averaged stress of the honeycomb. A piecewise constitutive relationship, similar to the trend shown in Figure 2, 

was developed to approximate the honeycomb deformation while the leg radius and approximate leg mass was imported 

from the low-fidelity model. 

 As can be seen in Figure 6, the connection points between the legs and the payload module experience a local 

stress concentration. This is a result of the legs being modeled as 1-D element and each leg was connected to the pay-

load with a single node. Because of this, the stresses observed in the region surrounding the connection point does not 

accurately predict the actual stress seen on impact. Yet, the simulation accurately predicted the payload dynamics upon 

impact. To be able to accurately investigate such unexpected stress concentrations, a higher fidelity model was created.  

 

Figure 6: Unexpected Stress Concentration 
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C.   High Fidelity Model 

 The lower fidelity models were designed to be able to rapidly analyze design variations. In order to achieve 

short runtimes, the lower fidelity models ignore some of the details of the lander. Unlike the low-fidelity model, the 

high fidelity model uses 3-D legs and explicitly models the connecting joints so these critical points can be investigated. 

Additional sub-components, such as the pressure vessel internal stiffener and impact ring frame were captured in both 

the medium and high fidelity models. As a result of these additional details the high fidelity model yields reasonable 

stress concentrations around the leg joints. This revealed that for most landing configurations, the stress concentration 

from the legs onto the payload was benign, however in some cases the initial leg joints were not robust enough to han-

dle loads on impact causing them to fail. In these cases the leg joints were thickened and the simulation rerun. Unlike 

the medium fidelity model, the high fidelity model was made manually for each design. So each redesign took signifi-

cant time to prepare. 

 Once a preliminary high fidelity model was created, a mesh convergence study was performed. The payload 

acceleration was plotted for three different mesh resolutions with approximate element sizes of 2.2 cm (coarse), 1.1 cm 

(medium), and 0.6 cm (fine). As seen in Figure 7 if the mesh is too large the payload will decelerate more abruptly due 

to honeycomb legs being artificially stiffened due to their coarseness. The finer meshes predict a more constant deceler-

ation especially in the latter half of the impact. The peak g's for the coarse, medium, and fine meshes were 48.57, 45.98, 

and 45.52 respectfully, with a 5.6% change from coarse to medium and a 1.0% change from medium to fine. 

 

 

Figure 7: Mesh Convergence Study - Acceleration 
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The correlation between the kinetic and internal energies is shown in Figure 8. The internal energy is largely 

contributed by the plastic deformation of the impact ring and honeycomb legs, while the kinetic energy trend follows 

the velocity of the payload module. These energies are significant because they quantitatively capture the impact char-

acteristics of the lander. Because a reduced element formulation was used to decrease computational expenses, the total 

energy was not fully conserved. The change in total energy of the system is 3%, -9%, and -12% for coarse, medium, and 

fine meshes respectfully. Typically, simulation that conserver energy well are more reliable. As seen in Figure 8 the 

coarse mesh simulation generates a significant amount of total energy directly after impact. Although the coarse mesh’s 

initial and final total energies differ by only 3%, the energy generation implies that is simulation is not accurate. The 

medium and fine meshes loss a little bit of total energy throughout the simulation, but both show a reasonable amount 

of energy conservation. The energy loses that they experience are largely due to an increase in the hourglass energy, 

however since there losses are within approximately 10%, they are considered acceptable. Based on the slightly better 

conservation of energy and due to significantly higher computational cost of the fine mesh, it was decided that the me-

dium mesh size would be sufficient for all further investigation. 

 

Figure 8: Mesh Convergence Study - Energies 

 As a result of the detailed modeling of the lander in this model, the unsteady response of the honeycomb under 

dynamic loading can be observed. The plastic strain predicted in the honeycomb legs is shown in Figure 9. Typically 

honeycomb crushes axially in a very predictable progressive manner from one end to the other. However as this simula-

tion accurately captures, if the honeycomb crush is not perfectly guided, it will have a tendency to bend back and forth. 
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This honeycomb is guided by an outer casing seen in the left half of Figure 9 but the compression is not fully constrict-

ed. This is what caused periodic streaks of highly compressed honeycomb. While this does not appear to be a problem 

for the landing sequence, if it is found to be undesirable, an additional guild rod can be implemented inside each leg to 

completely constrain this bending. 

 

Figure 9: Post Impact Result of High-Fidelity Simulation 

 Validation 

 Comparisons among values taken from all levels of fidelity are shown Figure 10 and Figure 11. By contrasting 

each of these values, the error in the lower fidelity models can found. The G-loading on impact of a specific design as it 

was calculated in each of the three models is shown in Figure 10. The energy balance during impact, where the internal 

energy measures the amount of energy that was absorbed on impact by both the impact ring and the legs is shown in 

Figure 11. Where the low fidelity values were predicted based on the design and initial conditions of the lander. Keep in 

mind that the low fidelity model is not a time marching simulation and as such it only predicts maximum values. The 

time-varying values shown in Figure 11 are there to show the expected trend and were not analytically solved for. Com-

pared to the medium mesh of the high fidelity model, as can be seen in Figure 10 the difference of peak deceleration is 

4.8% and 1% for the low and medium-fidelity models, respectfully. A 3.1% and 1.8% error for the low fidelity model’s 

maximum kinetic and internal energy respectfully, and a 4% error for both the maximum kinetic and internal energy of 

the medium fidelity model can be seen in Figure 11. 

Plastic Strain 
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Figure 10: G-Loading Comparison Among All Three Models 

 

 

Figure 11: Energy Comparison among All Three Models 

IV. Results – Lander Scalability and Design Sensitivity Analysis 

 From the analytical solution, a mass sensitivity analysis was performed. The analyses were broken into three 

distinct sections: Lander Scalability, Design Sensitivity, and Leg Configuration Analysis. Each of these three sections 

was used to look at how the change of certain parameters will affect the overall mass of the lander. For this analysis the 

preliminary baseline design used the validation of the multi-fidelity tool was set as a reference point that all changes 

could be related to. This preliminary baseline was sized so that its mass would be approximately the same as the Venera 
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9 lander. Due to the changes made to the original design the results of the sizing will vary for that of the original Venera 

landers. However, by comparing the sizing to that of the original Venera, it can be shown that the original design and 

new design scale similarly and are still comparable. 

A.   Lander Scalability 

 While the fundamental design of the later Venera landers were the same, there were some changes along the 

way. The Venera 9 and 10 landers were chosen because 

they closely adhered to the assumptions made in the lower 

fidelity models. The Venera 9 and 10 landers mass were 

660 kg each. Although the mass of the payload cannot be 

explicitly found in the literature, based on the sizing algo-

rithm found in this work it was approximated that the 

lander carried 260 kg of payload (note that for this work 

the mass of the thermal protection was included in the 

payload's mass). 

Lander Scalability focused on changing the 

amount of payload carried by the lander. This is one of the 

very valuable applications of the analytical solution. As 

the size and mass of the payload changes, the low-fidelity 

algorithm scales the lander appropriately. To track these 

changes, two trends were modeled in Figure 12 and Figure 

13: Constant Payload Density and Constant Payload Size. 

Constant Payload Density shows the change of the lander's 

structural mass as the size and mass of the payload module 

scale up and down, while the size to mass ratio of the pay-

load remains constant. This trend line captures the scala-

bility of the lander. The second trend line, titled Constant 

Payload Size, retains a constant payload module radius 

while increasing the amount of payload mass inside the pressure vessel. 

 As the mass of the payload is increased, the amount of structural support to safely bring it to the surface will 

also need to increase. This relationship can be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13. For a constant payload density, it can be 

 

Figure 12: Lander Scalability 

 
Figure 13: Lander Efficiency 
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seen that this lander has a scalability of approximately 2:1. That is that if the payload is increased by 2% the structural 

mass of the lander will need to be increased by 1%. However, if the payload can be added without changing the size of 

the payload module the scalability jumps from 2:1 to over 10:1. Venera Landers 11-14 managed to utilize this high 

scalability ratio by attaching experimental equipment to the outside of the lander. Without making any major changes to 

the lander design, an additional 100kg of payload was added to the Venera 11-14 landers 

 The percentage of the lander's overall mass contributed by the payload can be thought of as the efficiency of 

that lander's design. As the amount of payload increases the efficiency of the lander also increases. This shows that this 

design scales up well but is less effective for smaller amounts of payloads. As can be seen in Figure 13, the Venera 9 

lander had a lander efficiency of approximately 40%. That is, that the mass of the payload made up approximately 40% 

of the total mass of the lander. By adding an additional 100 kg of payload to the Venera 9 lander, the low fidelity model 

predicted the total mass of the latter Venera landers as 772 kg which corresponds with an error of only 1.6%. 

B.   Design Sensitivity  

This analysis was used to reveal the most crucial components of this design. Five of the eight input parameter 

dealing the structural design of the lander were varied to see the effect they had on the lander as a whole. The remaining 

three parameters are discussed in the next section. The same preliminary baseline design used in the Scalability Test, 

was used for the design sensitivity. Each of the parameters were individually varied from 10% to 250% of the baseline 

and the resulting change in the overall mass of the lander was recorded. For example, a 50% change of most design pa-

rameters result in less than a 5% change in the overall mass of the lander, that 5% change corresponds to 33 kg. While 

this value is within the range of uncertainty of the mass approximation, however it is noteworthy and the overall trend 

will be helpful in selecting an optimize baseline design for future missions.  

This analysis is highly nonlinear and many variables are dependent on the others. Therefore, as each compo-

nent is individually scaled up and down, the other dependent components will also change in size. For example, if the if 

the payload height is increased the landers stroke will also increase, thus decreasing the radius of each leg and changing 

the mass of the legs. Because the process is iterative, it is possible that scaling one parameter could affect the mass of 

every other component. It was found that it was significantly easier and faster to manually search for an optimal design 

than to program all relevant constraints to find the analytical design sensitivities required for more systematic structural 

analysis. 
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Figure 14: Mass Sensitivity Analysis 

As seen in Figure 14, the effect the radius of the drag plate has on the mass of the lander was given a range of 

error. As mentioned previously, the Venera lander had an experimentally found coefficient of drag of at least 0.89. Any 

changes to the geometry of the lander will result in a change the 𝐶𝑑 of the lander. It was assumed that for most changes 

the 𝐶𝑑 would remain close to the baseline value. However because the drag plate has a large effect on the aerodynamic 

properties of the lander, the 𝐶𝑑 will change for large changes to the drag plate. As the drag plate radius is scaled down 

the lander will begin to behave similar to a sphere, although because of the impact ring the 𝐶𝑑 will never be as low as 

that of a sphere. As the radius increases the lander will behave more like a flat plate. The 𝐶𝑑  of both of these shapes at 

high Reynolds numbers can be found from multiple sources in literature including11,12 and can act as the upper and low-

er bounds 𝐶𝑑 for Venera-type landers. The expected trend shown in Figure 14 by a dashed line was found by linearly 

scaling the 𝐶𝑑 from the lower to upper bounds as the radius varied. 

 The effect the drag plate has on the lander reveals that there is an optimal value. At some point the mass saved 

by decreasing the landers speed is overcome by the mass used to extend the drag plate. While future missions to Venus 

should try to approach this optimal value, it may be prudent not to pick the most optimal point; as the radius is de-

creased, the impact velocity and g-loading increase. 
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 The height the payload is above the impact ring, has the least effect on the landers mass of any of the other 

design parameter. However, if the height is too small the lander's mass skyrockets, because the stroke of legs is de-

creased, resulting in significantly bulkier legs and a sharp increase in max g-load. After a 10% decrease in height the 

lander's g-load exceeded the mission requirement of 400 g's, and this is highlighted with a dashed line in Figure 14. 

 The impact ring's radius, width, and aspect ratio contribute to how much metallic foam is used on the lander. 

Each of these parameters have a distinct minimum value as they are increased. These minimums reveal a fundamental 

characteristic of all Venera-type landers. Each of these minimums occur when the impact ring has enough energy ab-

sorbing material to fully absorb the landers kinetic energy with no additional support from the legs. At this point, the 

mass of the honeycomb in the legs is reduced to zero and the legs no longer actuates. As a result, the lander will experi-

ence a significant increase in g-load but the expected values will remain well under the mission requirements. This 

shows that while the leg's offer some practical benefits, like avoiding payload penetration by keep the pressure vessel 

away from the ground, they do not efficiently assist in the crashworthiness of the lander. As discussed previously, it is a 

possibility that the original Venera design also did not have any internal energy absorbers although it is not definite.  

Regardless of the original design, it was decided that the new baseline will not house any internal energy absorbers. 

Thus a simple solid beam can be used as the design of the legs. Additionally, the size of leg joints can be reduced now 

that the legs are no longer actuating. Overall this design change simplifies the design and reduces the total lander mass.  

C.   Leg Configuration Analysis 

The leg configuration analysis systematically changes the both the number of legs and their configuration. The 

various leg configuration that were tried in the leg configuration analysis can be seen in Figure 15. The top view of a 

“normal leg” configuration with 10 legs is illustrated in Figure 15.a. The top view of an “oblique leg” configuration 

with 20 legs is illustrated in Figure 15.b. And the top view of a “tri leg” configuration with 30 legs was illustrated in 

Figure 15.c. 

 
                  (a)                                            (b)                                           (c) 

Figure 15: Various Examples of Leg Configuration 
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The leg configuration analysis reveals another significant method to reduce the total mass of the lander. As 

mentioned previously, the original Venera design had 18 total legs in the tri-leg configuration. As seen in Figure 16, for 

the same number of legs there is no major change the landers total mass for different leg configurations. On the other 

hand, the total number of legs have a notable contribution on the landers total mass.  

 

 

Figure 16: Leg Configuration Analysis 

  The original design used as many legs as it did to add a level of reliability to the design. If one leg was to fail 

the effect would not be as devastating as if there were only 6 legs. However, this added robustness comes a cost. As the 

number of legs are drops, for example in the tri-leg configuration from 18 legs to 9 legs, the total mass savings was ap-

proximately 20 kg. Of that 20 kg more than 15 kg were contributed to the removal of the hinges and extra fixtures at-

tached to the legs and not the legs themselves. This explains why the effect seen by changing the number of legs so 

closely matches the Constant Payload Module Size trend seen in Figure 16; most of the leg's mass is just added mass. 

This conclusion combined with results from the mass sensitivity analysis reveal that the leg are the component with the 

largest potential for mass savings. 

Based on these results the new baseline model for Venera-type landers was chosen. The new design optimizes 

the lander’s components based on a given payload mass of 260 kg. The design variables for the preliminary model and 

the new baseline model are given in Figure 17. 
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  Preliminary Design New Baseline  

Payload Height 0.65 m 0.65 m 

Impact Ring Radius 0.9 m 0.55 m 

Impact Ring Width 0.025 m 0.0625 m 

Impact Ring Thickness 0.050 m 0.152 m 

Drag Plate Radius 2.15 m 1.43 m 

Total Number of Legs 18 8 

Configuration Oblique Leg Tri Leg 

Total Mass 660kg 536 

 

Figure 17: Comparison between Preliminary and New Baseline Model 

 

Conclusion  

 A methodology has been created to effectively aid in structural sizing and synthesis of Venera-type landers. 

Although this work is specifically applied to investigating the design features of Venera-type landers, the methodology 

can be extrapolated to new designs. Typical investigations of a new lander design require a lot of time to understand 

how small changes to the design effect the lander as a whole. This multi-fidelity system provides an efficient approach 

to analysis large variations in a landers design. Thus it can be used to reduce the time and cost associated with investi-

gating a new lander design.  

 In this work, a purely analytical model was developed which used fundamental equations to size the lander 

based on the impact conditions. This low-fidelity model proved to be quick and powerful tool for analyzing multiple 

design variations. It was shown that a design from the low-fidelity can subsequently be modeled in the medium-fidelity 

level to study different impact orientations and other non-ideal landing configurations. After a design has shown to be 

very promising from a thorough investigation in the low and medium fidelity models, a high fidelity model can be cre-

ated that allows the user to better study the joints and leg of the lander.  

 To validate the analytical model, it was shown that all of the values predicted were estimate within 5% error of 

the high fidelity model. After validating the low fidelity model, a mass sensitivity analysis was performed. This analysis 

was used to track the landers total mass as each parameter was varied. This helps to identify which of the parameters 

have the biggest impact on the lander mass. An optimal baseline model was designed for a given payload mass of 260 
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kg. This work can be extended to any other required payload mass by using the methodology presented in this paper to 

optimize the lander for any future mission.  
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